LSS Examination March 2019
Part I Part B
ENGLISH
1) Fill in the blanks with suitable letters
D

T

2) Complete the sentence with suitable preposition
Devika sleeps ___________ night
3) Can you make a riddle by using the following hints
Hints: 1) Little bird

2) Tube like beak

3) Suck honey from flower

4) Rearrange the letters given to get a meaningful word
S

i

c

e

f

a

n

t

a

5) Describe a festival with the help of the hints given
Baloons
Fruit shops
Giant sellers

Festival

Vehicles
Sweet shopes

Bangle sellers
Crowd

6) Write a profile using the details given below
colourrose
age8 yrs

fruitapple
Rani

MotherReena
foodDosa

fatherUnni
hobby gardening

7) Write the word opposite in meaning to the word underlined in the space
provided
The king of the country was very much annoyed.
8) Match the following
a. sowing



day

b. manuring



seed

c. digging



plants

d. sunny



soil

9) Fill in the blanks with the correct pronoun
Veena is decorating her room. ________ is very happy.
10) Add more lines to the poem using the hints given in the box
Crow, Crow, Crow
Crows are crying
Dance, dance, dance
Peacocks are dancing
Chirp, Parrot
Fly, Eagle
11) Description
All of us like to have a garden.
Describe your dream garden?

12) Fill in the blanks with suitable describing word
Rani eats _________ mango.
13) Fill in the blanks with suitable letters.
V ___ ___ I ___ T
14) Write the plural form of the underlined word.
Leaf is falling down. ______ are falling down.
15) Complete the sentence with suitable preposition.
An aeroplane is flying _________ the house.
16) Write a paragraph about your family with the help of the following
hints
Sister
Grand father

Mother
My family

Father

Brother

Grand mother

17) Make meaningful words using the following word.
Teacher

18) Can you write the name of the vegitable from the given clues.
Sweet

round

Football

Big

19) Identify the rhyming words from the poem
A little seed for me to sow.
A little earth to make it grow.
A little hole, a little pat,
A little wish, and that is that.
20)

Read the instruction given below and write an announcement.
“A boy is missing. His parents are waiting in front of the temple.”

21)

22)

Rearrange the words in a correct order and make a meaningful
sentence.
Pounced

boy

a

boats

it

fat

pulled

of

her
one

and
on.

Arrange the events from the story 'The Language of Birds' in a proper
order.
 Ivan goes to the forest.
 An old man visits Ivan.
 Ivan learns the language of birds.
 Ivan rules the country well.
 Ivan drives away the crows.

23)

“I wish I could understand the language of bird.” This was one of
Ivan's dream. Do you have such dreams. Write down your dreams.
a. I wish I could _____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

24) Make matching pairs.
a. Fetch



Sound

b. Cultivate



People

c. Crowd



Water

d. Horrible



Crops

25) Write a description about your 'favourite bird'.
26) Complete the sentence with suitable word.
The king ordered his minister to give a ________. (Proclamation,
Declaration)
27) Join the sentence by using 'too…. to”.
Raju is very tired. He can't walk.
28) Write down the sentences with 'all' or 'some'.
a. _______ animals have tails.
b. _______ animals give milk.
c. _______ birds have talons.
29) Fill in the blanks with suitable letters.
C ___ L ____ ____ V ____ ____ I ____ ____.
30) Rearrange the letters given to get a meaningful word and complete the
sentence given below.
E

S

N

S

G

R

M

E

E

He carries messages. He is a _____________.
31) Fill in the blanks with 'in' or 'into'.
He is jumping _______ the river.
32) Add more lines to the poem using the hints given in the box.
I have a little friend.
She is a lovely bird.
Her beak is blue and wings are green.
She can sing so sweet.

_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
Cute, red
speak, green
33) Match the words
a. crew



learn

b. thunder 

huge

c. teach



boat

d. waves



storm

34) Fill in the blanks with correct preposition.
The merchant stared _____ Ivan in disbelief.
35) Complete the sentences
Ivan is listening the song of ____________.
36) Fill in the blanks with suitable pronoun.
Ivan appointed him as _______ servant.
37) Describe a park with the help of the hints given.
Toy shop
Giant wheels

Trees
Swings
Big and small
shops

Park

People
Merrygoround

Peanut seller

38) Make possible meaningful words with 'dis' and write them down
love

plan

agree
cover
play
dis

open

appoinment

like

call

charge

39) Complete the word web.

Seed

Fill in the blanks. All the answers are rhyming words.
40) ________ colour is the symbol of peace.
41) ________ is flying in the sky.
42) We must use dim ______ in the vehicles in the night.
43) Today is a _______ day.
44) I went my cousin's house at _______.
45) The following are events taken from the story.
'The seed of Truth'. They are in jumbled order.
Rearrange the events in the correct order.
 Everyone was eager to get a seed.
 Vidyadhara was the king of Gandhara.
 The seed did not sprout.
 He was a just and wise king.

 The king distributed some seeds to all the children in the country.
 He did not have children.
 Pingala sowed it in a pot in his garden.
 He was fond of gardening.
 Pingala too got a seed from the king.
46) Complete the following words.
a. m ___ r ___ ___ a ___t
b. W ___ ___ ___ per
c. L a ___ ___ ___ age
d. C ___ ___ um ___ e ___
e. Dis ___ ___ ___ er
47) Make a meaningful word from the letters given.
A

B

O

T

Fill up the blanks with the opposite of the word underlined
48)

Rama is absent but his sister is ______.

49)

Is what he says true or ______.

50)

The programme started late but ended _______.

51)

I cannot bath in cold water. I want some ______ water.

52)

Rani is _____ but Ramu is tall.

Who am I?
53)

I am a vegetable, a ball of leaves. ______

54)

I am the king of fruits. ______

55)

My name and colour are one, I am a fruit. ______

Answer the riddles given below.
56) I have colourful wings.
My beak is long and heavy.
I make holes in the bark of trees.

57) I have a long beak.
I can stand on one leg.
You can see me near ponds.
58) I have blue colour wings.
My beak is broad, long and pointed.
I catch fish from rivers and ponds.
59) I am a big bird.
But I can't fly very high.
I live in Antarctica.
60) I have strong sharp and curved claws and have sharp curved beak for
tearing flesh.
Write the names of the birds.
61) The bird that doesn't make its own nest.
62) An aquatic bird.
63) Smallest bird.
64) National bird of India.
65) Flightless bird.
66) The bird with the largest egg.
67) Can you make new words from the word 'umbrella'.
68) Prepare a flow chart based in the story of the 'Elves and the
Shoemaker'.
* Shoemaker gets money.
* The shoemaker is not able to pay the rent.
* Elves came and help the shoemaker.
* The shop owner demands rent.
* The shoemaker becomes poor.
•

Customers come and buy shoes.

'Leaves is the plural form of 'Leaf'. Can you write the singular forms of
these plurals.
Plural

Singular

69) Loaves

:

70) Knives

:

71) Thieves

:

72) Elves

:

Fill in the blanks with correct propositions from the bracket.
73) The rabbit was sitting _________ the table. (at, under)
Choose the odd one
74) Cloudy, Rainy, Midday, Foggy.
Write the short form of the following long forms.
75) There is
76) I cannot
77) We have not
78) They are
Choose the odd one and
79) Rose, Lotus, Sunflower, Orchid
80) Parrot, Crow, Penguin, Crane
81) Flower seller, Balloon man, Sweet seller, Elves
Choose the correct word.
82) The boy floats the paper boats ________ the stream. (up/down)
83) Can you arrange a word from the following letters
N

D

O

E

V

R

Complete the sentence.
84) Why did you ______ these tickets?
Who am I?

85) I am a vegetable.
I am having bitter taste.
86) I am a vehicle. I am long and fast.
I travels on rails.
87) Write a description about any one of the fruit trees near your
school/home.
88) Make a meaningful word from the letters given.
G

W

I

L

A

E

N

T

E

H

89) Fill in the blanks with the words given in the box.
Balloon man, decorated, seed, whispered
pouted, remained, pot, stared
a. He took great care of the _________.
b. The man took him near the _________.
c. Many coloured sweets _________ with leaves of silver and gold
were seen.
d. She ________ her lips.
e. He __________ in the forest for a few days.
f. The bird ____________ the secret in Ivan's ear.
Replace the underlined words with the correct opposite word.
90) It is a very hot day.
91) That is a new bicycle.
92) The girl has long hair.
93) The peacock has ugly feathers.
Read the sentence and write the correct pronoun.
94) Ivan was worried. __________ spoke in a broken voice.
95) Rearrange the letters and answer the question below
R

A

D

E

G

N

R

E

He plants trees and takes care of gardens.
He is a _________________.
Underline the 'action word'
96) Please open the door.
97) Eat your dinner.
98) I play with my friend
99) Renu runs fast.
Fill in the blanks with describing words from the box.
red, round, fat,
bright, huge
100) This is a _________ saree.
101) The Earth is _________.
102) A _________ Boy has come to my house.
103) I like _______ morning.
Match the words.
104) mother



teaches

105) dog



chirps

106) bird



washes

107) teacher



guards

Fill in the blanks with suitable words from the box.
Walking, reading, flying, swimming, dancing
108) Children are _____ in the pond.
109) They are ________ to the home.
110) I am ________ newspaper.
111) Ramu is _____________ kite.
112) Vanipuram Girls Higher Secondary School has decided to conduct
'Cancer Test' and 'Blood Donation Camp' for two dats. Help them
draft a notice.

113) Ivan is living in a village very far from Russia. He is new in the village
and has no friends. Some children in the village see him sitting alone
and talks to him. Complete their conversation.
Children

: Hello Ivan, __________ sitting alone?

Ivan

:

_______. I would like to ____________________

Children

:

____________ welcome. Let's play __________

Ivan

:

But I don't know to play football.

Children

:

___________________________

Ivan

:

_____________ friends.

114) Find the action words from the box given.
Throw

basket

ball

carry

catch

walk

Unscramble the given words.
115) stoerf

______________

116) asdtreis

______________

117) gaeungla

______________

118) hgengitalin ______________
Choose the correct preposition
119) The cat is sleeping _________ the table. (in, at, into)
120) The boy jumped ________ the river. (of, on, into)

121) Write an announcement based on the poster given below.
FOOD FEST
December 21, 2018
Venue: Govt. Higher Secondary School Auditorium,
Nenmara
10 am – 4 pm
122) Complete the word web

throne
Palace

123) Rewrite the sentences using the plural form of the underlined words.
a. Appu likes story.
b. My mother makes butterfly.
c. My child performed very well.
d. Peacock has beautiful feather.
124) Underline five prepositions in the following passage.
One day a rabbit was taking a walk through the jungle and ran
infront of an elephant. 'Hello, brother', said rabbit, 'fine day, isn't it?'.
Elephant paused to look down at the tiny little creature at his feet
and snorted 'Go away, rabbit. I don't have the time to waste on
someone so small'.

125) One word has been spelt incorrectly. Underline the word and write it
correctly.
Her name was annonced and she walked up slowly to the stage.
Fill in the blanks with 'and' or 'but'
126) Her box is very beautiful, ________ its is too expensive.
127) Raju ________ Rahim are playing chess.
128) Findthe naming words in the following sentences.
a. Kavitha and Shajana go to school.
b. Karthik is playing in the park.
c. The cow is grazing in the field.
d. Feba is wearing a beautiful frock.
e. Athulya is a good girl.
129) Complete the sentences with 'a' or 'an'.
a. Manoj is _____ electrician.
b. Jijo is ____ driver.
c. Shereef is ____ engineer.
d. Sheela is ____ teacher.
e. Swathy is ____ intelligent girl.
f. Green is ____ beautiful colour.
130) Given below is a passage describing a school ground. Some words in
the passage are missing. Pick up the suitable ones from the box
given.
Near, inside, in, on, under, at, between, with, of, from
This is a school ground. We can see a tree _____ the corner of the
ground. There is a swing hanging _____ the tree. There is a nest
_____ the branch of the tree. Some birds are _____ the nest. There is
a well ____ the tree. The children are playing ____ a football.

131) Match the items in the columns meaningfully.

He

is reading

through the door.

is playing

at the girl.

is watching

news paper.

is listening

television.

is peeping

cricket.

is staring

radio news

132) Complete the word web.
shells

Sea shore

133) Raju's friends visited him one day. Raju ran to the nearest sweet shop
to buy some sweets.
Write the possible conversation between Raju and the sweet seller.
134) Write three meaningful sentences using the words given below.
stared, the, boy, at, Anna, he, fat, and, dirty,
was, did, not, Anna's, angry, mind, face
135) Rearrange the letters given to get a meaningful word and complete
the sentence given below.
O

N

D

E

V

R

He is a travelling salesman. He is a ____________.
136)Rearrange the words to get a meaningful word.
W

K

H

A

137) Add more lines.
Dance while dance,
Sleep while you sleep,
One thing each time,
That is the way.
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
138) Can you complete the box using the instruction given below.
* A wreath of flowers and leaves.
* Worn on the head or hung as a decoration.
G

D

139) Can you say a few sentences about a paper boat, which you made.
140) Make sentences from the table and write them in the space given
below.
How much

you come from?

How far

daughter is this?

How many

rupees for this?

Where do

away from here?

Whose

is this bangles?

141) Can you complete these conversation?
Akhil :

Do you think English is easy?

Anu :

No, ______________

Akhil :

Why _____________ think so?

Anu :

Because I don't understand it.

Write the past tense of the following underlined words.
142) He lift him up in his arms.
143) The child weep bitterly.
144) I want to go home
145) I take bread for my breakfast
146) Write the plurals of these fruits/vegetables?
a. tomato b. lemon

c. onion

d. grape

e. potato

L.S.S Examination March 2019
ENGLISH
Paper I Part B
Answer Key
1)

Disappoint

2)

at

3)

sparrow

4)

fascinate

5)

Festival: There is a festival. There are many fruits shops. Vehicles are
parking in one side of the ground. There is a big sweet shop near the
stage. There are different types of sweets exhibits there. There is a
huge crowd in the ground. There is a man holding different coloured
balloons. Children are playing in the giant wheel. There are some
bangle sellers in the ground.

6)

Rani is an eight year old girl.
Her father is Mr.Unni.
Her mother is Mrs.Reena
Her main hobby is gardening.
Her favourite fruit is apple.
Her favourite food is close with chutney.
Her favourite colour is rose.

7)

comforted

8)

a. sowing – seed
b. manuring – plants
c. digging – soil
d. sunny – day

9)

she

10) Chirp, chirp, chirp
Parrots are chirping
Fly fly fly
Eagles are flying
11) I wish to have a beautiful garden with different kinds of flower. I will
plant Roses, Marigold, Orchid, Authurium, Balsan, Tulasi, etc. in my
garden. There will always have a sweet fragrance in that garden. It
will be very nice to see butterflies and bees fluttering from flowers to
flowers. I like my garden very much.
12) Ripe/raw
13) Violet
14) Leaves
15) Over
16) My family is a large family.
There are seven members in my family.
My grandfather is Mr.Appukuttan.
My grand mother is Mrs.Lekshmikutty Amma.

My father is Mr.Venu.
He is working in a bank.
My mother is Mrs.Renuka.
She is a teacher.
My brother is Nikhil.
He is studying in IX class.
My sister is Neena.
She is studying in second standard.
My family is a good family.
I love my family very much.
17) Her, teach, at, eat, ate, cheer
Hear, rear, here, act, tea, ache
Hate, hat, ear
18) Pumpkin
19) Sow – grow
Pat – that

An Announcement !
20) A boy named Roy, from Irinjalakuda is missing.
Her parents are waiting infront of the temple.
21) A fat boy pounced on one of her boats and pulled it.
22) Ivan goes to the forest.
Ivan learns the language of birds.

Ivan drives away the crows.
An old man visits Ivan.
Ivan rules the country well.
23) a. I wish I could ride on rainbow.
b. I wish I could fly higher than a crow.
c. I wish I could climb up the Everest.
24)

a. Fetch – water
b. Cultivate – crops
c. Crowd – sound
d. Horrible – sound

25) My favourite bird is parrot.
It is green in clour.
Its beak is red.
It eats nuts and grains.
It has beautiful feathers.
It can speak very well.
I like my bird very much.
26) Proclamation.
27) Raju is too tired to walk.
28) a. All animals have tails.
b. Some animals give milk.
c. Some birds have talons.

29) Cultivation.
30)
M

E

S

S

E

N

G

E

R

He carries messages. He is a messenger.
31) He is jumping into the river.
32) I have a little friend.
She is a cute parrot.
Her beak is red and wings are green.
She can speak very well.
33) a. Crew – boat
b. Thunder – storm
c. Teach – learn
d. Waves – huge
34) The merchant stared at Ivan in disbelief.
35) Ivan is listening the song of nightingale.
36) Ivan appointed him as his servant.
37) Park: There is a beautiful park.
There is a merrygoground.
Children are playing in it.
There are some trees.
Swings are hanging in the trees.

Some children are playing in the swing.
People are walking here and there.
There are big and small shops.
There is a peanut seller sitting at the corner of the park.
There are two giant wheels placed in the middle of the park.
There is a toy shop in the park.
38) Disagree
Display
Disappointment
Discharge
Dislike
Discover
39)

sow

soil
Seed

weather

Manure
water
40) White
41) Kite
42) Light
43) Bright
44) Night
45) Vidyadhara was the king of Gandhara.
He was a just and wise king.

He was fond of gardening.
He did not have children.
The king distributed some seeds to all the children in the country.
Every one was eager to get a seed.
Pingala too got a seed from the king.
Pingala sowed it in a pot in this garden.
The seed did not sprout.
46) a. merchant
b. whisper
c. language
d. cucumber
e. disaster
47) BOAT
48) present
49) False
50) early
51) hot
52) short
53) Cabbage
54) Mango
55) Cauliflower
56) Orange
57) Wood pecker
58) Crane
59) King fisher
60) Penguin
61) Eagle/Vulture
62) Cuckoo bird
63) Duck
64) Humming bird

65) Peacock
66) Ostrich
67) ball, lamb, mall, bell, are, all, lumber, lumber
68) The shoemaker becomes poor.
The shop owner demands rent.
The shoe maker is not able to pay the rent.
Elves come and help the shoemaker.
Customers come and buy shoes.
Shoe maker gets money.
69) Loaf
70) Knife
71) Thief
72) Elf
73) Under
74) Midday
75) There's
76) I can't
77) We haven't
78) They're
79) Lotus
80) Penguin
81) Elves
82) Down
83)
V

E

N

D

O

R

84) Buy
85) Bitter – gourd
86) Train
87) Jack fruit tree: It is very common in our state.

It's fruit is very big and delicious.
It has many branches.
It's wood is used for making furniture.
88) Giant wheel.
89) a. Seed
b. Balloon man.
c. Decorated.
d. Pouted.
e. Remained.
f. Whispered.
90) Cold
91) Old
92) Short
93) Beautiful
94) He
95) Gardener
He plants trees and takes care of gardens.
He is a gardener.
96) Please open the door.
97) Eat your dinner.
98) I play with my friend.
99) Renu runs fast.
100) This is a red saree.
101) The earth is round.
102) A fat boy has come to my house.
103) I like bright morning.
104) Mother – washes
105) Dog – guards
106) Bird – chirps
107) Teacher – teaches

108) Swimming
109) Walking
110) Reading
111) flying
112)
GHSS, Vanipuram
10122018
NOTICE
CANCER TEST AND BLOOD DONATION CAMP
Dear people,
Vanipuram Girls Higher Secondary School has decided
to conduct Cancer Test and Blood Donation Camp for two days.
Those who are interested can participate in this camp.
Venue : School Auditorium
Date

: 161218, 171218

Time

:

10 am – 4 pm.

113) Children

:

Hello Ivan, why are you sitting alone?

Ivan

:

Nothing. I would like to play with you.

Children

:

You are welcome. Let's play football.

Ivan

:

But I don't know to play football.

Children

:

No problem. We will teach you.

Ivan

:

Thank you friends.

114) Throw
carry
catch
walk

115) Forest
116) disaster
117) language
118) nightingale
119) under
120) into
121)

Announcemnt
Attention please, Nenmara Govt. Higher Secondary School has
decided to conduct a food fest on 21 st December 2018 in the School
Auditorium at 10 am to 4 pm. Kindly all of you have to participate
and enjoy this fest.

122)
Garden
throne

kingdom
princes

Palace

Queen
prince
123) a. stories
b. Butterflies
c. children
d. feathers
124) into, to, at, on
125) announced
126) butterflies
127) and
128) a. Kavith, Shajana, School

king
crown

b. Karthik, Park
c. Cow, field
d. Feba, frock
e. Athulya, girl
129) a. an
b. a
c. an
d. a
e. an
f. a
130) at, in, on, inside, near, with
131) He is reading newspaper
He is playing cricket
He is watching Television
He is listening radio newspaper
He is peeping through the door
He is staring at the girl
132)

Ice cream
waves

kite
shells

people
133) Sweet Seller

sand

Sea shore
Boat

fisherman

: Hai, Raju. What do you want?

Raju

: I want some sweets.

Sweet seller

: Do you have any guests?

Raju

: Yes, my friends have come

Sweet seller

: ok, which sweet you want?

Raju

: I want a cake and one dozen laddus.

134) 1. Anna stared at the boy.
2. He was fat and dirty.
3. He did not mind Anna's angry face
135)
V

E

N

D

O

R

He is a travelling salesman. He is Vendor.
136) Hawk
137) Sing while you sing
Play while you play
One thing at a time
That's good for you
138)
G

A

R

L

A

N

D

139) My boat is white in colour.
It is small and beautiful
I like it very much
I'll float it on the pond near my home.
140) How much is this bangles?
How long you are waiting?
How far away from here?
How many rupees for this?
Where do you come from?
Whose daughter in this ?
141) Akhil

: Do you think English in easy?

Anu

: No, I don't

Akhil

: Why don't you think so?

Anu

: Because I don't understand it.

142) Lifted

143) wept
144) wanted
145) took
146) a) Tomatoes
b) lemons
c) onions
d) grapes
e) potatoes

